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Reimagine your boundaries. We’ll get you there.

PRODUCT FEATURES

 ■ Battery capacity around 200 metres.
 ■ 120kg load per battery. 
 ■ Temperature range: -10 to +40 degrees C
 ■ The standard rope grab system allows static/semi static rope 

10-13mm, Standards EN1891 and AS 4142.3. 
 ■ The Safe Working Load (SWL) is 200kg.
 ■ When used in a rescue the total load must not exceed 250kg.

 ■ The speed of ascent and descent can be continuously adjusted 
from 0 to 22 metres per minute.

 ■ If the battery runs out of power during ascent or descent the 
emergency descender can be used in order to get down.  

 ■ The descent speed is approximately 0.5 metres per second.
 ■ The ascender comes with remote control, battery charger, 

battery and carry box.

SWL ASCENT SPEED BATTERY RANGE CHARGING TIME TEMPERATURE RANGE DIMENSIONS WEIGHT 

200kg 0-24 m/min Continuous 
adjustment.

Approx. 200 m with 
100 kg load At 20°C 90 min -10°C to + 40°C 33 x 28 x 27 cm 13 kg

POWER ASCENDER

ACX

The ACX Power Ascender is the best selling model of ultra-
portable battery-powered ascenders from ActSafe.

With this compact, lightweight Power Ascender winch you can 
work smoothly and safely in most places, high or low, confined or 
remote. 

The ACX powered rope Ascender features a rope grab system 
covered by a self-locking rope cover, an efficient battery 
management system and IP55 protection. The left-hand bi-
directional throttle and the remote control reaching up to 150 
metres are some of the many features that make the ACX Power 
Ascender safe and easy to use.

This highly versatile Power Ascender will change the way you 
work, and once you’ve tried it, you’ll never understand how you 
managed without!

It can be powered by either battery or by the ActSafe portable 
power supply.

CONNECTION: Carabiner RATING: 200kg
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